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Abstract
Elastic metamaterials are structural materials that owe their unique wave manipulation capabilities to
their complex internal architecture. Topological metamaterials are special metamaterials whose behavior
is directly controlled by the topology of their phonon band structure. In this talk, we present two
problems in topological phononics that deal with the propagation of waves at edges and interfaces.
The first problem regards a class of metamaterials known as topological Maxwell lattices. While this
class of systems has been the object of extensive theoretical investigation, the classical treatment has
been limited to ideal configurations and confined to the static limit. Here, we explore the dynamics of
lattices in which the ideal hinges that appear in the theoretical models are replaced by ligaments capable
of supporting bending deformation – a scenario practically observed in structures realized using cutting
or printing fabrication techniques. Using laser vibrometry experiments, we reveal how the zero-energy
floppy edge modes predicted for ideal configurations morph into finite-frequency wave modes that
localize at the material boundaries. We also show that the topological polarization results in
pronounced asymmetric wave transport over a broad low-frequency range.
In the second part of the presentation, we demonstrate the existence of valley-Hall edge states in the inplane dynamics of honeycomb lattices with bi-valued strut thickness. We exploit these states to
achieve non-trivial waveguiding that is immune to backscattering from sharp corners. We present how
different types of interfaces can be combined into multi-branch junctions to realize a variety of
structural logic designs. We illustrate this potential with two applications. The first is a directionselective waveguide tree that endows the lattice with a strong asymmetric wave transport behavior. The
second is an internal loop along which the energy can be periodically trapped and released, effectively
working as a signal delayer.
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